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Protecting Better with Code Virtualizer

Introduction
The purpose of this guide is to help developers to protect better their software with Code Virtualizer.
It has been written for common programmers that are not related with software security, to give them
some basic but powerful ideas about how to increase the security in their applications.
Code Virtualizer can be a very good solution to protect your software if it's used in the right place in
your application. If a developer blindly puts some Code Virtualizer macros in his application (not
covering important routines), crackers won't have troubles cracking his application (like if it were not
protected at all).
It's very important that you know which routines are important for a cracker to be examined in your
application, so you pay attention to those routines to protect them with Code Virtualizer. It does not
make sense to protect a function with no interest for a cracker, like functions that are executed in
the same way in trial and registered mode.
We will try to keep this guide updated with more information and ideas to help you protect better
your applications in conjunction with Code Virtualizer. Of course, you can also use your own ideas
to increase the protection in your application and if you want to share them with us, to include them
in this guide, you are more than welcome!
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Test Cases
In this section, we will discuss how to use Code Virtualizer in different scenarios. You don't need to
include all proposed solutions in your application, just the one/s that fit better in your application.
The most important thing is that you know the sensitive code areas in your application, that means,
code that it's important for a cracker to examine to understand how your application works in order
to patch or redirect the execution flow. Those sensitive code areas should be protected with Code
Virtualizer. In the next topics you will find examples of different sensitive code areas, so it will help
you to identify the sensitive code areas in your application.

2.1

Trial/Registration Scheme
Many applications are released under a "Trial/Registration" scheme, that is, the same application
can run in trial or registered mode, depending if it has been registered or not with a valid license or
serial number. The way that you check if your application is registered can be implemented in
different ways. In the following subsections you can see different schemes that can be used in
different applications.

2.1.1

Global Variable
The following Trial/Registration scheme is based on a global variable that holds if the application is
running in registered or trial mode.
Normally, the application will have a routine which checks and validates a license and will store the
result in a global variable (let's call it "is_registered ") if it has been registered or not. In different
routines in the application, the code reads the is_registered variable and it will perform different
execution flows depending if the application is registered or not. We can say in this scheme that
the is_registered variable is highly sensitive.
In this case, the sensitive code areas are two:
1. The routine that reads and checks if the license is valid.
2. Every place in your code where the is_registered variable is read or written.
If you don't protect all accesses to the is_registered variable, the cracker will find that variable is
checked in several places in order to execute important code flows (related to trial or registration)
and will find a weak point in your trial/registration scheme to crack your application (without having to
fight at all with the virtualization code from Code Virtualizer!). The cracker just needs to write in
memory the expected value for the is_registered variable.
Example (In red you can see all sensitive code areas):
int main(void)
{
VIRTUALIZER_START
// some code
is_registered = CheckLicense();
// some code
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VIRTUALIZER_END
}
int MyFunction1(void)
{
VIRTUALIZER_START
if (is_registered)
{
// execute code for registered version
}
else
{
// execute trial code
}
VIRTUALIZER_END
}

In the above example, you can see that all sensitive code areas are between the
VIRTUALIZER_START/END markers. Don't miss a sensitive code area without a VIRTUALIZER
macro!
Tips to protect better
It would be better if instead of having the is_registered variable as Boolean, you write a random
number in the is_registered variable, so it does not appear as a flag (zero or one) that can
draw attention to a cracker. If it's possible to fill the "is_registered" variable with a different
value each time that your application runs, that will be even better.
If your "CheckLicense() " function is called and the final and *only* goal of that function is to
fill the value in a global variable, it could draw attention to a cracker, because the function is
fully virtualized and it just fills a global variable on exit, so he can see that "global variable"
means something. It's better if you don't just check the license in that function but you also
make other initialization tasks or extra functionality, so different variables will be used and
written and different code (apart from checking the license) is executed.

2.1.2

Registration Function
The following Trial/Registration scheme is based on a function that it's called every time that the
application needs to know if the application is running in registered mode. In this case, there is no
global variable or similar that holds if the application is running in registered or trial mode.
In this case, the sensitive code areas are two:
1. The routine that reads and checks if the license is valid (let's call it "CheckLicense()" )
2. Every place where the function is called
If you don't protect all your routines where the CheckLicense() function is called, the cracker will
deduce that the virtualized function "XXXXX" (that corresponds to CheckLicense() ) produces a
different execution flow depending if it's running in trial or registered mode, so he will just patch the
entry point of CheckLicense() to make it return the expected "registered" value, without having to
deal at all with the virtualized code. So, he will be able to crack your application without having to
fight against the virtualized code.
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Example (In red you can see all sensitive code areas):
bool CheckLicense(void)
{
VIRTUALIZER_START
// your code that reads and check the license
// return if license is valid or not
VIRTUALIZER_END
}
int MyFunction1(void)
{
VIRTUALIZER_START
if (CheckLicense())
{
// execute code for registered version
}
else
{
// execute trial code
}
VIRTUALIZER_END
}
int MyFunction2(void)
{
VIRTUALIZER_START
if (CheckLicense())
{
// execute code for registered version
}
else
{
// execute trial code
}
VIRTUALIZER_END
}

In the above example, you can see that all sensitive code areas are between the
VIRTUALIZER_START/END markers. Don't miss a sensitive code area without a VIRTUALIZER
macro!
Tips to protect better
If possible, instead of leaving all responsibility to the function CheckLicense() to decide if it
the application is registered or not, you could have a secondary (or more) function that checks
for the license, so the cracker will have to fight against 2 or more functions (
CheckLicenseType1() , CheckLicenseType2() ,...) that are checking the license. Maybe the
cracker will redirect the execution of CheckLicenseType1() but you will be able to know that
you have been attacked because one function is reporting "registered" and another function is
reporting "not registered".
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Using an External DLL
If you use an external DLL that exports a function which decides if your application is registered or
not, you have to be very careful, as crackers can easily crack your registration scheme with just
changing the return value of the exported function in your DLL. One common mistake, which makes
life really easy for crackers is to put a meaningful name to the exported validation function, such as
"IsRegistered, CheckRegistration, etc.", so the cracker is going to immediately focus on that
function and modify the return value of the called function in the external DLL to see if the application
immediately goes into "registered" mode.
Here are some simple advises:
Avoid using a meaningful name to your validation function in your DLL. One of the first things
that crackers do is to read all exported names in an external DLL that is linked with your
application, that will give them many clues about what that DLL does and if there is a
"sensitive" function related with registration. It's better to use mangled names as exported
functions in a sensitive DLL.
Avoid leaving all responsibility of the registration status to a single exported function in the
DLL. Always think what would happen if the cracker just modifies the output value of a
registration function: Will your application run as registered with no problems? Will that mak e
it crash at a later point? Do not focus if you have used the most powerful validation function
with strong cryptographic, the cracker just modifies the output value after all your super/
complex math calculations. You can have a registration function (let's call it "RegFunction1
"), that decides if your application is currently registered, but you should also have other
functions that do not rely on "RegFunction1" and also do some full or partial validation of the
license, so even if your "RegFunction1" has been patched to always return "registered", it will
produce problems to crackers because other validation functions are not reporting "registered"
mode.
Use a VIRTUALIZER macro inside the validation/s function/s in your sensitive DLL. Also, put a
VIRTUALIZER macro in your main EXE or other DLLs around the code which calls the
validation function in your sensitive DLL.
Avoid that your DLL is only used to decide if the application will run as registered or not.
Notice that some crackers can fully replace your DLL with their own one which does not
implement code at all, but just returns the expected values for all exported functions. So your
application will be calling the cracker's DLL instead of your own one. You could try to tie up
your DLL to your EXE and the other way around, so the EXE will know that your DLL is loaded
and running correctly and also your DLL will check that it is running under the process space
of your EXE (this will also prevent that your DLL will be stolen and used in other applications)

2.1.4

Trial Expirations
Most shareware applications are designed to expire after a specific number of days, executions or at
a specific date. Normally, the application needs to store this "expiration counter" in a place in the
system, that is not deleted when the application is closed (or uninstalled). Under Windows systems,
programmers usually store the trial expiration information in the Windows Registry or in an external
file, that is checked each time that the application starts to read the current expiration status.
When you have decided where to store the trial expiration information, you should make yourself the
following questions:
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What would happen (how your application will react) if a crack er sets the system clock years
before or after the current date and launch your application for the first time?
What would happen if the crack er puts the date back (for days or years) after your application
has been launched for the first time?
What would happen if the crack er finds one of the locations where I store the trial information
and delete that Registry entry or specific file?
You have to make sure that you find a solution to the above scenarios, as they are the basic attacks
that a cracker (or even a common user) will do on an application with trial expiration. Of course, the
main solution is not to rely on a single location to store the trial expiration and also keep track of the
current date in a different location so, first of all, you do some initial checks to know if the system
clock has not been set back from the last time that your application was launched. You can also get
more ideas about how to store that trial expiration information here.
Code Virtualizer (or other software protection systems) are useless to protect the information that
you are storing in the Windows Registry or in external files. You should at least protect all code that
access to your sensitive locations (Registry/Files) to read and store the trial expiration information.
All that code should be inside a VIRTUALIZER macro.

2.2

Protect Important Routines
In some cases, you might have an important algorithm that you don't want it to be inspected so it
cannot be reverse engineered to be used by your competitors. With Code Virtualizer you can protect
those sensitive routines, but notice that the execution of the protected (virtualized) code will run
much slower than the original one. For example, if you have a tight loop (iterates many times) inside
your algorithm you should consider not to protect that loop or use a light Code Virtualizer Virtual
Machine to protect that loop.
Solution 1 (take out the tight loop):
int MySecretFunction(void)
{
TIGER_WHITE_START
// some code
TIGER_WHITE_END
// tight loop here. It's outside of the macro markers:
for (int i = 0; i < 0x100000; i++)
// your code
TIGER_WHITE_START
// some code
TIGER_WHITE_END
}

Solution 2 (use a light Virtual Machine, like "FISH_LITE" for your tight loop):
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int MySecretFunction(void)
{
TIGER_WHITE_START
// some code
TIGER_WHITE_END
FISH_LITE_START
// tight loop here. Virtualized with FISH_LITE VM:
for (int i = 0; i < 0x100000; i++)
// your code
FISH_LITE_END
TIGER_WHITE_START
// some code
TIGER_WHITE_END
}

2.3

Serial Numbers Scheme
Some applications are registered via a serial number. Here we present an idea about how to make
this serial number scheme to be more robust against cracking:
Make sure that your routine that checks the serial number is inside a "VIRTUALIZER" macro
Keep in mind that a cracker might just fake the return value of your validation routine, so you
should make sure that you don't just rely on the return value, but you also make some other
initialization stuff inside the validation routine that will prepare your application to run in
registered mode
If possible use some numbers from the entered serial number to diverge the execution flow of
your code. For example, in your serial number, you can make that the third number (s3) is the
sum of the first number (s1) and the second one (s2), in your code, you know that s3 = s2 +
s1. You could make the following operation in your source code in a different function (that is
executed in Registered mode):
// if the validation routine was patched, a different function will
// be called here, hence it will crash or produce a different functionality

ExecuteFunction(TableFunctions + XXXX + s3 - s2 - s1);
In any case, it would be better that in case that you detect that the validation routine has been
attacked, you produce a "late crash" or make your application behave in a different way. With a "late
crash" we refer that you don't report a message saying something like "Cracking attempt detected"
but you keep (for example in a variable) that your application is currently being patched and at a later
time in your application you make a different function crash (or after a few minutes after the attack
was detected).
The above is just a simple scheme about how to protect better a serial number scheme, of course
you can make more extra checks which will highly increase the security in your application.
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General Protection Advise
This section describes some general protection advises that can help you making things much
harder for crackers in order to crack your application.

3.1

Delayed Cracking Detection
In many cases, you can see that your application is being cracked or it has been partially modified.
For example, you can have two different routines that check for a license, or a serial number, and
both functions should return the same status if a valid license or serial number is introduced.
Normally, a cracker will see one initial function that checks for the license/serial number and will try
to cheat it or patch it (to return the expected value) and your second checking function will return the
correct status value, so you can see that the first checking function has been attacked. At that time,
do not display an error message like saying "Incorrect License" or "Crack ing attempt detected", as
the cracker will quickly know that you have another routine which is checking the license or doing
some extra checks, so the cracker will try to find that second routine to patch it also.
Instead of reporting the cracker that something went wrong (after patching was detected) you store
in an internal variable/flag that your application is in "cracking stage". At a later time in your
application, when you see that you are in "cracking stage" you make your application behaves in a
different way or producing an exception when a special functionality is executed, so it will be more
difficult for a cracker to trace back the root of the problem. For example, you have an application that
stores information in a database, a file or in a CD/DVD, if you detect that your application is in
"cracking stage" you copy wrong information into the database/file/DVD, so your application will
keep running but in a wrong way.
Another alternative is that once that you know that your application is in "cracking stage" you wait
for a few hours (or days!) till you make your application crash or behave in a wrong way.

3.2

Sensitive Strings
Sensitive strings are strings that can help crackers to attack an important validation routine or help
them to detect that they did not make a successful crack (for example when you display something
like "cracking/patching detected").
All strings are commonly visible in an application when running in memory (even if you use a
software protector). Even if protected with a software protection, the strings/data need to be
decrypted when your application is running, so your application can run normally in memory. The
best approach is that you keep your sensitive strings encrypted even in compilation time, so in
runtime you decrypt those strings before they are going to be displayed.
With Code Virtualizer, you can use the option "Virtualize Strings" (in Extra Options panel), so all
the strings that are referenced inside a VIRTUALIZER macro will be encrypted in protection time and
decrypted (automatically) just before they are going to be used. You have to make sure that you put
a VIRTUALIZER_START/END macro around all code that references a sensitive string, so you make
sure that they are going to be encrypted as expected. Example:
int MyFunction1(void)
{
VIRTUALIZER_START
if (is_registered)
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{
printf("Your application has been registered");
}
VIRTUALIZER_END
}

You don't need to encrypt or protect all strings in your application, as many of them are of no
interest to a cracker. For example, strings that are always displayed in your application (either
running in trial or registered mode) are not considered sensitive in most cases.

3.3

Report Application Status
One of the best ways to tell your customers that the application is running "unregistered" should be
in the about dialog which should be created dynamically if possible. Also, the function that checks
that your application is running unregistered should be different from the validation function that
checks a license.
Try not to use a single validation function that validates a license/serial number and returns if your
application will be running in trial/registered mode. Instead, try to use several validation functions and
try to check if any of them has been "patched" to produce a late crash.

3.4

Slow Validation
In your application there might be one or several validation routines that check, for example, if the
entered license or serial number is correct. Normally, the developer implements a routine that
returns a value indicating if validation was OK or not. This can help crackers to inspect and modify
the exit code of the function and check what would happen if the function returns a different value.
In other cases, the developer stores in a global variable (or any other place) if the validation is correct
or not an immediately reports a message if the validation was OK or not.
To increase the protection in your main validation routine, it would be better if you don't immediately
report if validation was OK or not, but instead you require your application to be restarted in order to
complete registration. In your initialization code, you check if the validation went OK or not. This will
diverge the full attention of the cracker to the main validation routine, so it will make him look into
different places (and also it will slow the cracking process as the cracker will have to restart your
application multiple times).

3.5

Use Limited Functionality
If your application can run in trial or registered mode, it will be better if you release two different
versions of your application. One of them will only run in "trial mode" and it's not compiled with the
"special functionality" that is only executed in "registered mode". Only your customers will have
access to the registered version, so your registered version is not public available.
Of course, your registered version can be given away but basically you can have more control about
who will have access to your registered version.
Not all applications can fit into this category, where you can distribute a limited version and a
registered version. If you cannot ship two different versions, we recommend that you use any or
several of the advises that we present in this guide.
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Move Sensitive Data
If you are checking a license or serial number that was entered in a registration dialog, it will be
better if you move (and convert) that entered information in different memory areas. For example, you
read the entered serial number, after that you make some initial checks and move the (first) serial
transformation into a different memory area. After that, you make another (second) serial
transformation check and copy it into a different memory area, etc.
You should protect all that code with a VIRTUALIZER macro, which will make things more
complicated for crackers as it will make them loose track more easily of the serial number when
moving into different memory areas.

3.7

Watch your Memory Content
Some programmers make the mistake of keeping inside their application correct serial numbers or a
correct serial number is unveiled in memory (when comparing with the entered one). You should
make sure that meanwhile your application is not registered or while the user is inserting a wrong
serial or registration number, in your math calculations, you don't store in memory a correct serial/
registration number.
A cracker will not only focus on your validation code, but also will look into your allocated memory at
different stages of the validation routine (or at the end of the validation routine) to see if something
"magically" appears on memory. It would be better if you use some kind of CRC to know if the
entered serial/registration number is correct, instead of comparing the entered information with a
hard-coded and valid serial number.
It's important to keep all your validation routine inside a VIRTUALIZER macro, but notice that Code
Virtualizer (or other software protectors) are protecting the instructions in your routine, but not the
memory data that you are using inside your code. The memory that you are reading/writing in your
validation routine is the same (unprotected) in your original and protected application.

3.8

Storing Sensitive Data in the Registry
Applications that keep track of the trial/registration expiration commonly stores sensitive information
inside the Windows Registry to know the current expiration status/counter. In this case, even if you
protect with a Software Protector, the information will be visible in the Windows Registry, no matter if
you virtualize/obfuscate the code that writes/access to the Registry.
For example, an application might store the trial status in the Registry key HKLM/Software/
Microsoft/Shared/trial_status. As soon as a cracker knows that Registry key is used to store the
trial status, he can make public a crack just to delete that Registry key, so the trial will be reset on
any computer.
It would be better if you have an array (preferably encrypted) of strings (let's call it "ArrayTrialEntries
") with different Registry key names where the trial status can be stored. For example, you have 20
different locations where the trial can be stored. In runtime, you get a "unique" number of the current
machine (via the CPUID instruction, HDD serial number, BIOS serial, etc.) and you make some
math calculations to obtain a number from 1 to 20. If for the current machine you get the final result
5, in runtime, you store the trial expiration information in the Registry key obtained from
ArrayTrialEntries[5]. In that case, a cracker will see (by inspecting the Windows Registry) that you
use a Registry entry to store the trial information, but in case that he publish a crack to delete that
specific Registry key, that solution won't work in all computers (only in those computers where the
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computed machine number was 5).
With Code Virtualizer, you should protect all code that selects and access to the Registry Keys and
keep all strings encrypted, so it will be difficult for a cracker to know what you are doing to select
one Registry key or another.

3.9

Use your Own Ideas
Using a software protection can be a good solution to be protected against cracking (if used
correctly), though it's true that if you also include your own protection ideas to be mixed up with the
protection software that will highly increase the protection of your software.
You don't need to be an expert in security or know about cracking, you just need to know your
application and try to use some extra checks to protect sensitive code areas in your application. For
example, you know that in your application a cracker will mostly focus to turn your application into
"registered mode", even without a license present. The cracker won't be interested in anything else,
just making your application behave in registered mode. You could put some effort in your code to
make some extra checks (in different routines), like checking if a license file is really present, use a
secondary function that also checks the license, read some data from the license file and make sure
that it's in the expected format, read the license file and use an internal CRC to know that the
license data is correct, etc.
The more little extra checks that you include in your source code, the more you will increase the
security in your application. Of course, if you also protect those little checks with the VIRTUALIZER
macros, you will make things much harder for crackers.
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Contact us
If you want to share with us some of your protection ideas to be included in this guide or have any
questions, we are happy to hear from you. You can contact us at support@oreans.com
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